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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Fall is here and it is hard to believe that we are almost half way through
this elected term of office. In addition to managing their own careers

your AHIP Board and Executive work diligently on your behalf in relation to
committee work, attending meetings, and making decisions on all levels. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their continued
guidance and support.

A sincere thank you to all who replied to the AHIP Symposium Survey the
results of which were issued to you in a recent mailing. The 2014 AHIP
Symposium is confirmed and will be held at the Fallsview Casino in Niagara
Falls from April 30 – May 2, 2014. Please check the AHIP website often for
Symposium updates.

As detailed in your July 18, 2013 membership (e-mail) mailing, the AHIP
Board of Directors approved a new Membership Policy entitled:
Membership Fee & Registration Policy and has revised the Continuing
Education Policy. These two policies were also sent to you via e-mail on
July 18, 2013 and are posted on the AHIP website. As a result of the new
policy please be advised that your 2014 Membership Renewal Application
will be sent to you in early October 2013. Please ensure all documentation
is in order when submitting your membership renewal. If you have any
questions please do not hesitate to contact the AHIP office. 

Have a great autumn!

Maggie Arzani H.I.D. 
AHIP President
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Agreat big thank you goes out to our Managing
Editor Scott Bryant at Andrew John Publishing

and our new AHIP Director Katty Herrera for being
so incredibly helpful with this edition of the Signal.
There aren’t too many occasions where I feel
overwhelmed but it is wonderful to know that there
are people that are willing to graciously take some of
the weight off your shoulders when you need it, and
with such great results. There are lots of great articles
to tickle your fancy. Did You Hear features teen
tinnitus, picky brains, and loud blasts. What is the
worst sound ever?  For me it is my cat coughing up
a hair ball at 3:00 am. A research project out of the
UK addresses just that question. How about some
calming and enjoyable sounds, like music? Marshall
Chasin gives us the lowdown on hearing aids and
music and Thom Fiegle educates us on the many

advantages of in-ear monitors. Peter Stelmacovich
and John Niekrasewicz besides trying to cram every
letter in the alphabet into their name, have
contributed some invaluable advice. And, finally Gael
Hannan encourages us to motivate our patients to
support each other. Now go and have an excellent
fall! Take advantage of the season, slow down a little,
eat a little too much, sleep a little more, and
remember to treat yourself with kindness and ask for
help when you need it. I am finally starting to take my
own advice.

Lisa Simmonds Taylor, BA, H.I.S.
AHIP Vice-President, Editor-in-Chief

Congratulations to Lisa Simmonds Taylor on
another great edition of the Signal. It is amazing

to me that the next Signal will be the 100th Edition! I
remember, as I am sure a lot of you do, all the great
and dedicated editors and those who have
contributed to its wonderful success over the years.  

As you can see by your six membership mailings
since the AGM, your association is working hard on
a number of important issues affecting the profession
and the hard of hearing of Ontario. To personally
keep up to date on all issues it is critical that you
ensure that the AHIP office has your current mail and
e-mail addresses.  

Soon, on your behalf AHIP will be attending the
Ontario College of Family Physicians “Annual
Scientific Assembly,” November 28–30, 2013 in

Toronto. This event gathers close to 1,000 delegates
including family physicians, residents, medical
students, family practice nurses, and other health
care professionals from all over the province. AHIP
will have a professional informative booth, distribute
physician information kits, have sponsored
registration bags with AHIP logo and helpmehear.ca
and will have a large AHIP banner displayed in the
main exhibit lobby.

Wishing you and your families a great fall season. 

Respectfully Submitted,

Joanne Sproule
Executive Director
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Greetings Members,
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DID YOU HEAR?

One in five high schoolers has
permanent ringing in the ears, but very

few take measures to protect their ears,
according to a new study.

Those numbers are surprisingly similar to
results of a study of college-aged adults,
said lead author Annick Gilles, a clinical
audiologist at Antwerp University Hospital
in Edegem, Belgium.

She and her co-authors had expected the
numbers to be higher for college-aged
people, who “go out a lot,” she told Reuters
Health. Tinnitus, or ringing in the ears,
caused by loud noise exposure is clearly
linked to hearing damage, she said. People
with permanent ringing in the ears may be
able to hear the same volumes of sound as
before the damage, but often have trouble
separating speech sounds out of a mix of
noises.

New Study
For the new study, almost 4000 Flemish
high school students completed a
questionnaire about temporary and
permanent ringing in the ears, also
answering questions about their attitudes
toward loud noises and hearing
protection.

Three out of four kids experienced
temporary tinnitus, and one in five heard
ringing all the time.

Only 5% of the kids said they used any
kind of hearing protection against loud
noise, such as ear plugs, according to
results in the journal PLOS ONE. “Tinnitus
on its own can be very troublesome and
have dramatic effects on individuals,” said
hearing researcher Dr. Josef Shargorodsky,
a fellow at Johns Hopkins Medicine in
Baltimore.

Analysis
“Many of the teens in this study likely also
have associated hearing loss, which really
exacerbates the problem.”About 20% of
people with tinnitus find it bothersome
enough to seek medical help, said Brian
Fligor, a paediatric audiologist from Harvard
Medical School in Boston.

“Bothersome tinnitus interferes with sleep,
concentration, communication, and ability
to relax,” said Fligor, who was not involved
with the study. “In short, in a teenager it
means they will fall way behind
academically, might miss a lot of school,
repeat grades, etc.”

http://www.health24.com/Medical/Hearing-
management/News/Tinnitus-rife-in-teens-2013
0802

Tinnitus Rife In Teens

New research reveals how our brains are
able to pick out important sounds from

the noisy world around us. The findings,
published online in the journal eLife, could
lead to new diagnostic tests for hearing
disorders.

Our ears can effortlessly pick out the
sounds we need to hear from a noisy
environment – hearing our mobile phone
ringtone in the middle of the Notting Hill
Carnival, for example – but how our brains
process this information (the so-called
“cocktail party problem”) has been a
longstanding research question in hearing
science.

Researchers have previously investigated
this using simple sounds such as two tones
of different pitches, but now researchers at
UCL and Newcastle University have used
complicated sounds that are more
representative of those we hear in real life.
The team used “machine-like beeps” that
overlap in both frequency and time to
recreate a busy sound environment and

obtain new insights into how the brain
solves this problem.

In the study, groups of volunteers were
asked to identify target sounds from within
this noisy background in a series of
experiments.

Sundeep Teki, a PhD student from the
Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging at
UCL and joint first author of the study, said:
“Participants were able to detect complex
target sounds from the background noise,
even when the target sounds were
delivered at a faster rate or there was a loud
disruptive noise between them.”

Dr. Maria Chait, a senior lecturer at UCL Ear
Institute and joint first author on the study,
adds: “Previous models based on simple
tones suggest that people differentiate
sounds based on differences in frequency,
or pitch. Our findings show that time is also
an important factor, with sounds grouped
as belonging to one object by virtue of
being correlated in time.”

Professor Tim Griffiths, professor of
Cognitive Neurology at Newcastle
University and lead researcher on the
study, said: “Many hearing disorders are
characterised by the loss of ability to
detect speech in noisy environments.
Disorders like this that are caused by
problems with how the brain interprets
sound information, rather than physical
damage to the ear and hearing machinery,
remain poorly understood.

“These findings inform us about a
fundamental brain mechanism for detecting
sound patterns and identifies a process
that can go wrong in hearing disorders. We
now have an opportunity to create better
tests for these types of hearing problems.”

The research was funded by the Wellcome
Trust and Deafness Research UK.

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/07
/130723113743.htm

Brain Picks Out Salient sounds from Background Noise by Tracking Frequency
and Time, Study Finds



DID YOU HEAR?
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Long-term hearing loss from loud
explosions, such as blasts from

roadside bombs, may not be as irreversible
as previously thought, according to a new
study by researchers at the Stanford
University School of Medicine

Using a mouse model, the study found that
loud blasts actually cause hair-cell and
nerve-cell damage, rather than structural
damage, to the cochlea, which is the
auditory portion of the inner ear. This could
be good news for the millions of soldiers
and civilians who, after surviving these
often devastating bombs, suffer long-term
hearing damage. 

“It means we could potentially try to
reduce this damage,” said John Oghalai,
MD, associate professor of otolaryngology
and senior author of the study, which was
published in PLOS ONE. If the cochlea, an
extremely delicate structure, had been
shredded and ripped apart by a large blast,
as earlier studies have asserted, the
damage would be irreversible.
(Researchers presume that the damage
seen in these previous studies may have
been due to the use of older, less
sophisticated imaging techniques.)

“The most common issue we see veterans
for is hearing loss,” said Oghalai, a
scientist and clinician who treats patients
at Stanford Hospital & Clinics and directs
the hearing center at Lucile Packard
Children's Hospital. 

The increasingly common use of
improvised explosive device  s, or IEDs,
around the world provided the impetus for
the new study, which was primarily funded
by the U.S. Department of Defense.
Among veterans with service-connected
disabilities, tinnitus - a constant ringing in
the ears – is the most prevalent condition.
Hearing loss is the second-most-prevalent
condition. But the results of the study
would prove true for anyone who is
exposed to loud blasts from other sources,
such as jet engines, air bags or gunfire. 

More than 60% of wounded-in-action
service members have eardrum injuries,
tinnitus or hearing loss, or some
combination of these, the study says.
Twenty-eight percent of all military
personnel experience some degree of
hearing loss post-deployment. The most
devastating effect of blast injury to the ear
is permanent hearing loss due to trauma to
the cochlea. But exactly how this damage
is caused has not been well understood. 

The ears are extremely fragile instruments.
Sound waves enter the ear, causing the
eardrums to vibrate. These vibrations get
sent to the cochlea in the inner ear, where
fluid carries them to rows of hair cells,
which in turn stimulate auditory nerve
fibers. These impulses are then sent to the
brain via the auditory nerve, where they get
interpreted as sounds. 

Permanent hearing loss from loud noise
begins at about 85 decibels, typical of a
hair dryer or a food blender. IEDs have
noise levels approaching 170 decibels. 

Damage to the eardrum is known to be
common after large blasts, but this is easily
detected during a clinical exam and usually
can heal itself - or is surgically repairable -
and is thus not typically the cause of long-
term hearing loss. 

In order to determine exactly what is
causing the permanent hearing loss,
Stanford researchers created a mouse
model to study the effects of noise blasts
on the ear. 

After exposing anesthetized mice to loud
blasts, researchers examined the inner
workings of the mouse ear from the
eardrum to the cochlea. The ears were
examined from day one through three
months. A micro-CT scanner was used to
image the workings of the ear after
dissection. 

"When we looked inside the cochlea, we
saw the hair-cell loss and auditory-nerve-

cell loss," Oghalai said. 

"With one loud blast, you lose a huge
number of these cells. What's nice is that
the hair cells and nerve cells are not
immediately gone. The theory now is that
if the ear could be treated with certain
medications right after the blast, that might
limit the damage." 

Previous studies on larger animals had
found that the cochlea was torn apart and
shredded after exposure to a loud blast.
Stanford scientists did not find this in the
mouse model and speculate that the use
of older research techniques may have
caused the damage. 

"We found that the blast trauma is similar
to what we see from more lower noise
exposure over time," said Oghalai. "We
lose the sensory hair cells that convert
sound vibrations into electrical signals, and
also the auditory nerve cells."

Much of the resulting hearing loss after
such blast damage to the ear is actually
caused by the body's immune response to
the injured cells, Oghalai said. The creation
of scar tissue to help heal the injury is a
particular problem in the ear because the
organ needs to vibrate to allow the hearing
mechanism to work. Scar tissue damages
that ability. 

"There is going to be a window where we
could stop whatever the body's
inflammatory response would be right after
the blast," Oghalai said. "We might be able
to stop the damage. This will determine
future research."

Reference
Stanford University Medical Center. (2013,
July 3). "Researchers Believe Hearing Loss
From Loud Blasts May Be Treatable."
Medical News Today. Retrieved from
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/26
2752.php.

Researchers Believe Hearing Loss from Loud Blasts May Be Treatable
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What is the worst sound you have ever heard? You
know, the one that sets your teeth on edge. Most

people have at least one that does the trick. What does
it for you? And, when it happens do you shudder, run
away in terror, or curl up in the fetal position until it
stops? For many, it could be the historically cringe-
inducing fingernails on a chalkboard and for others
perhaps some of the current autotuned atrocities that
attempt to pass as music these days.

Since 2007, Trevor Cox, a professor of acoustic
engineering at Salford University in England, has sought
people opinions on 34 sounds to help try to determine
what makes certain sounds so objectionable.

Visitors to the BadVibes website (www.sound101.org)
– a research project from the University of Salford –
listened to sounds such as a dentist's drill, fingernails
scraping down a blackboard and aircraft flying past,
before rating them in terms of their unpleasantness.

Although fingernails scraping down a blackboard is
said to be the worst sound by many people, the actual
recording of this sound only came 16th out of 34
sounds auditioned. Microphone feedback came a
close second in the “horribleness ranking,” with many
babies crying coming joint third with a horrible
scrapping sound.

Over 1.1 million votes were statistically analysed by
Professor Cox, who conducted the experiment in order
to explore the public's perceptions of unpleasant
sounds and help inform the acoustics industry.

He said: "I am driven by a scientific curiosity about why
people shudder at certain sounds and not others. We
are pre-programmed to be repulsed by horrible things
such as vomiting, as it is fundamental to staying alive
to avoid nasty stuff but, interestingly, the voting
patterns from the sound did not match expectation for
a pure 'disgust' reaction.

"Similarly, the sound of fingernails down a blackboard
has been compared to the warning cries of monkeys
– again, something that humans might instinctively
respond to because of our ancestry. So we examined
whether the voting patterns for the scraping sounds

were consistent with an evolved response. But only for
the worst scraping sound were the results consistent
with the hypothesis of an evolved response."

One of Trevor's discoveries was that females rated 25
out of the 34 sounds more horrible than males.
However, baby cries were one of the few sounds males
found worse than females. He said: “This may be
because women play a role in protecting both
themselves and their offspring from attack. It could be
that females have become habituated to the sound of
babies crying.”

Cox, who is now planning a similar experiment to rate
the most pleasant sound in the world, is hoping to use
the results of the BadVibes project to help inform
industry about how to engineer sounds which are more
pleasant.

He said: “This research has been
fascinating in gaining an insight
into why people are repulsed
by certain sounds – and how
this differs by gender, age
and nationality. This is so
important because noise
significantly affects our
quality of life."

And, in case you were
wondering, vomiting
was officially voted as
the most horrible sound
ever.

Worst...Sound...Ever!

FEATURE
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Some Features of Instrumental Music and Speech
Music and speech are rather similar in that they both
are vibrations in the air, and whose energy is
constrained to a well-defined bandwidth. Musical
cues and fundamentals do extend down into a lower
frequency region than does speech, and speech has
no energy below the fundamental frequency which is
about 125 Hz in males, but both have a rather large
bandwidth. Both music and speech have peaks in
their spectra and times where there are silences.
Both have rapid changes from loud to soft – speech
being governed by the mechanics and neurology of
the vocal tract, and music just being governed by the
musical instrument being played.  

In short, music and speech can have similar, albeit
not identical, spectra and time based waveforms.
The differences lay in their intensities and their crest
factors. Instrumental music – even quiet music– can
be in excess of anything produced by the human
vocal tract. And crest factors can become quite
significant as well. Table 1 shows the typical outputs
in dBA of a number of musical instruments. In most
cases these values were obtained from a horizontal
distance of 3 meters.1 In one case, the values have
been measured near the musicians’ ear. 

Hearing Aids

FEATURE

and Music

By Marshall Chasin, AuD

About the Author
Marshall Chasin is the director of research, for the
Musicians’ Clinics of Canada. He can be reached at:
Marshall.Chasin@rogers.com.

Peak Amplitude-
Stimulus Total RMS Power Crest Factor
Speech #1 −0.92 to −21.97 21.05
Speech #2 −5.53 to −17.99 12.46
Speech #3 −3.65 to −17.6 13.95
Music #1 −8.62 to −19.35 10.73
Music #2 −5.0 to −15.28 10.28
Music #3 −0.98 to −22.65 21.67
Music #4 −2.45 to −21.88 19.43
Table 1. Using a 125 msec analysis window, the differences between the
peak amplitude and the total RMS power are calculated to give the crest
factor for a selection of speech samples and music samples.

Musical Instrument dBA ranges measured from 
3 meters

cello 80–104
clarinet 68–82
flute 92–105
trombone 90–106
violin 80–90
violin (near left ear) 85–105
trumpet 88–108
Table 2. Average sound levels of a number of musical instruments
measured from 3 meters. Also given is the sound level for the violin
measured near the left ear of the players. Adapted from Chasin (2006).
Used with permission.
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The crest factor is the difference between the peak
of a signal and its average (or root mean square,
RMS). For a pure tone it is 3 dB.  For speech it is
usually taken as 12 dB. That is, for speech, the
difference between the peak output in the time based
wave form is about 12 dB more intense than the
average of the speech signal. We deal with this crest
factor concept every day when we assess the
function of hearing aids in a test box according to
ANSI S3.22.2 The reference test gain is the OSPL90-
77 dB.  Well, 77 dB is 65 dB (average speech) + 12
dB.  And 12 dB is the crest factor of speech. This
value is based on years of research going back to
Sivian and White3 and also Cox et al.4 who found that
peaks for speech were on the order of 10–12 dB
above the estimated long-term speech spectrum. In
contrast, musical instruments can have crest factors
in excess of 20 dB and this has implications for
designing and setting hearing aids. However, as we
will see later, this crest factor data may not be as
clear cut as first suspected. Table 2 shows some
crest factors that have been measured in some
common types of music and also from some speech
samples.

Hearing Aid Elements and Music
The hearing aid has several components, each with
their own set of optimal operating characteristics.

The hearing aid microphone has been able to
transduce 115 dB SPL with virtually no distortion, at
least since the late 1980s. The hearing aid receiver
has gradually improved over the years and with an
appropriate acoustical load (and acoustical
plumbing), can transduce significant high frequency
output without sacrificing battery life too much. The
same can be said about the digital to analog (D/A)
converter- both music and speech are well within its
operating range. A difficulty arises when we are
talking about the front end of the hearing aid- the
analog to digital (A/D) converter.  

The current implementation of the A/D converter,
given the 16 bit architecture, can only handle a 90–
96 dB dynamic range (the range between the least
intense and the most intense signal). The actual
dynamic range of the A/D converter for a 16 bit
system is theoretically 96 dB however frequently
engineering and design decisions need to be made
that reduce the effective dynamic range slightly. A 96
dB dynamic range is quite sufficient for the range of
speech sounds that are encountered but can easily
fall short with many forms of music. With the joint
conspiracy of both intensity and a high crest factor,
instrumental music can be far in excess of 96 dB
SPL. Adding the various values from Table 2 to levels
of 80–90 dBA clearly shows that a problem will exist.

HEARING AIDS AND MUSIC

Stimulus 500 400 300 200 125 100 50 25
Speech #2 12.46 12.48 12.46 12.45 12.46 13.22 16.68 16.68
Table 3. Crest factor calculations for speech stimulus #2 measured with varying time analysis windows from 500
msec, down to 25 msec.

dB HL at 1000 Hz               65 dB input                     80 dB input                     95 dB input
15 0 0 0
25 2 1 0
35 8 4 0
45 14 7 0
55 20 10 1
65 28 15 2
75 36 20 3
85 44 24 4

Table 4. Calculated amounts of gain required for a given hearing loss at 1000 Hz (column 1).  For average levels
of music (95 dB A) inputs, virtually no amplification may be required even for very significant hearing losses. Used
with permission. www.hearinghealthmatters.org/hearthemusic blog, Chasin, 2011). Downloaded March 19, 2012.



(Or simply add values from Tables 1 and 2 will
demonstrate that peak outputs can easily be in
excess of 96 dB SPL). A quiet piece of music played
at 80 dBA with instruments that have a 20 dB crest
factor suggests that the peaks of the input will be on
the order of 100 dB SPL.

Crest Factors Revisited
Sivian and White3 and Cox et al.4 both used a sample
length of 125 msec for their research. This makes
sense because the 125 msec chunk is fairly close to
our perceptive limits so using smaller temporal chunks
would not be meaningful. However, when it comes to
hearing aids and music, we are talking about the input
to the hearing aid, and not the output to the hearing
aid wearer.  The A/D converter is not “aware” of the
limits or operating range of the human ear- this occurs
much later in the transduction process. 

To make matters worse, consider the well-agreed-
upon crest factor for speech: namely 12 dB. This
value is the result of a 125 msec analysis window.
Table 3 shows the varying crest factors measured for
the same speech sample with varying time windows
for its analysis. Indeed, a crest factor of 12 dB is
obtained when using a 125 msec or longer window,
but higher crest factors than 12 dB are obtained
when using shorter windows of analysis. If a hard of
hearing person’s own voice impinges on their own
hearing aid microphone, regardless of whether
humans can perceive short time constant inputs, the
A/D converter will be subjected to a signal that has
a high intensity plus a “higher than 12 dB” crest
factor – a level that may also force the A/D converter
to operate in its non-optimal range. That is, the
analyzing window for the stimulus should reflect the
input parameters for a hearing aid and not the output
parameters for our auditory system.

Some Technologies and Strategies to Handle the
More Intense Inputs of Music
There are a number of creative strategies and
electro-acoustic techniques that are being used in
the industry to resolve this “high level input – front
end” problem for music. Following is a list of eight of
the more commonly used approaches that have
found it be useful. The first four are strategies that
can be shared with clients who already have hearing

aids that are optimal for speech but require additional
fidelity for listening or playing of music. The next four
are technical innovations that are currently available
in hearing aids or can be implemented within a
clinical setting.

Strategy #1: Turn Down the Input (Stereo) and Turn Up
the Aid Volume (If Necessary)
If the excessive level of the input to the hearing aid
does cause distortion off the A/D converter then turn
down the input if at all possible. If traveling in a car,
turn down the level of the radio and (if necessary)
turn up the level of the hearing aid to compensate.
The output will be the same, but the input would
have been reduced to a level that is well within the
operating range of the front end of the hearing aids.

Strategy #2: Removal of the Hearing Aid for Music
Given the higher level inputs of music, the required
gain may be close to 0 dB for a desired output. Table
4 shows some data derived for a range of severities
of hearing losses at 1000 Hz and the required gains
for speech and for music. Even for an 85 dB sensori-
neural hearing loss at 1000 Hz, while a person may
require 45 dB gain for certain speech sounds, they
may only require several decibels of amplification for
many types of music. The best strategy for many
hard of hearing consumers may be to simply remove
their hearing aids when listening or playing music.

Strategy #3
Use Scotch tape. This is the lowest technology level
and is perhaps the easiest to implement clinically.
Like the use of a less sensitive microphone (e.g., – 6
dB/octave), using a temporary microphone covering
such as Scotch tape shifts its ability to transduce
sound downwards by about 10 dB for three layers of
Scotch tape. The A/D converter is therefore
presented with a signal that is 10 dB less intense and
can often be within its optimal operating range. There
needs to be some trial-and-error and the hard of
hearing consumer can be instructed to play with one,
two, or three pieces of tape over both hearing aid
microphones. The exact number does depend on the
gauge and the brand of the tape. Attenuations of 
10 dB which are relatively flat across the frequency
range have been measured using this clinical “low
tech” approach.
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Strategy #4: Change the Musical Instrument
This is a common strategies used by many
musicians. Change to an instrument that has more
of its energy in an audiometric region of better
hearing. Many violin players have switched to the
viola which is a fifth lower in frequency. For many this
is a simple approach that has extended a musicians’
enjoyment of their music for many years.

The above strategies are just a few of the many that
have been found to be useful over the years. The
Association of Adult Musicians with Hearing Loss
(www.AAMHL.org) is an organization of hard of
hearing and deafened musicians as well as
interested hearing health care professionals who
work with those in the performing arts. Other than
their very active listserv blog, they have recently
come out with a book entitled, Making Music with a
Hearing Loss edited by Cherisse W. Miller. Chapter
4 of that book is aptly entitled “Personal Stories and
Strategies” where many musicians talk about what
works best for them.5 Copies of this excellent book
can be obtained through the AAMHL.org site.

The next four sections are about hearing aid
technologies that have been shown to be quite
useful. This review is not meant to be technically
complete. In some cases I have mentioned actual
manufacturer names that are associated with each
of the technologies and the reader is encouraged to
contact the respective manufacturer for more
information. This is not an exhaustive list, but ones
that I have personally found, to date, to be useful.
Other clinicians may have found other approaches
to also be useful.

Technology #1
The analog K-AMP has been available since 1988
and through the 1990s and 2000s has been the
mainstay for musicians. It was designed with the
capability of being able to transduce very intense
inputs with virtually no distortion. And because it is
analog, there is no A/D converter to be overdriven.
The K-AMP is still commercially available (at least in
the United States) and is marketed through General
Hearing (www.generalhearing.com). I frequently have
sent many musicians south of the Canadian border
to purchase the K-AMP and the function today is still

on par, if not better, than some of the other
technologies that have been designed with the more
intense components of music in mind.

Technology #2
Head Room Expander (HRX) is a trade name of
Sound Design (and now with the recent purchase, is
owned by ON Semiconductors). This is a “third
party” manufacturer of hearing aid technology whose
customers are many of the large hearing aid
manufacturers. HRX functions by “auto ranging” the
input to the hearing aid and this has the by-product
of always ensuring that the levels of intense music
that actually reaches the A/D converter is always
within the operating range. It is a bit like ducking
under a low hanging door way. HRX reduces the
input (like ducking under the door way) and then re-
establishes its normal level after the A/D components
(like standing up again). In this way, HRX can provide
distortion free input of the more intense components
of music. Those who are interested should contact
the various manufacturers directly to determine
whether HRX is used in any of their hearing aids. The
Digi-K which is the digital successor of the K-AMP
uses this approach and again, is available from
General Hearing. The HRX technology is also widely
used by other manufacturers, perhaps without being
explicitly mentioned in their product literature.

Technology #3
“Live Music Plus” is a proprietary technology that is
available from Bernafon Hearing Instruments
(www.bernafon.com). This is a clever approach that
is based on the actual definition of dynamic range.
The dynamic range over modern 16 bit hearing aids
is not 96 dB SPL. It is a range between the least
intense signal and the most intense signal that is 96
dB (without any scale). The Live Music Plus
technology when implemented transduces all inputs
between 15 dB SPL and 111 dB SPL- still a 96 dB
dynamic range but it has been shifted up by 15 dB.
Levels of 111 dB SPL can be transduced distortion
free and, as the name of the technology suggests, is
ideal for the listening to, or the playing of, live music.

Technology #4
The use of “−6 dB/octave microphone” instead of a
broadband microphone has been shown to be quite
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beneficial with many forms of music. As the name
suggests, the hearing aid microphone has been
made less sensitive to the more intense lower
frequency components of music- specifically −6 dB
less sensitive at 500 Hz and −12 dB less sensitive at
250 Hz. This approach will not change the fidelity of
the higher frequency elements of music, but since
most of the intense components of music are below
1000 Hz, this “fools” the A/D converter into thinking
that the input is well within its operating range.  A
draw-back of using a −6 dB/octave microphone is
that it does increase the internal noise floor of the
hearing aid. However, expansion can be used
successfully in its maximum setting to offset this
change in noise floor. Although this can be
implemented by any manufacturer, the only one to
date that has implemented it is Unitron Hearing
(www.unitron.com) and they should be contacted
directly for more information.

Of importance is that none of these strategies or
approaches are in, or can be altered by software
adjustments. Software changes occur after the A/D
converter and once an intense signal is distorted by
a poorly configured front end, no amount of software
manipulation will ameliorate the situation. Software
modifications are simply not the approach that
should be taken when dealing with the more intense
components of music.

General Recommendations for an “Optimal”
Hearing Aid for Music
Assuming that one has been able to select or
configure a hearing aid to receive the more intense
components of music with minimal distortion what
are some of the optimal software and electro-
acoustic setting for music? There are four general
recommendations.

Recommendation #1
Similar WDRC parameters for speech and for music.
There is no inherent reason why modern day WDRC
circuitry should be set any differently for music than
for speech. This was perhaps the case in the past
because some circuits used a peak detector versus
an average or RMS detector. Because of the differing
crest factors of music and speech this threshold
kneepoint for activation should have been different

for the two stimuli, but with the current trend to
design primarily with an RMS or average level
detector, any differences are obviated. The use of the
WDRC circuitry is primarily to re-establish normal
loudness growth due to outer hair cell damage, and
indeed that what it does. The use of this circuit is
primarily then for damage of our auditory systems
rather than the nature of the input stimuli per se.
Davies-Venn et al,6 Chasin and Russo7 suggested
that WDRC… “may be better for music…. That
hypothesis was supported by the present data.”

Recommendation #2
The “music program” should be set with about 6 dB
lower OSPL90 and 6 dB lower gain than the client’s
“speech in noise” program. This is called the −6 dB
rule and is based on the fact that many forms of
music have a crest factor that is about 6 dB greater
than that of speech; however, as seen in Table 2, this
can vary significantly. For example, if the crest factor
of music is 18 dB and that of speech is 12 dB, then
the peaks of music are 6 dB more intense (18 dB–12
dB) than those of speech for a given presentation
level. Therefore, in order to prevent the peaks of
music from causing discomfort, the OSPL90 and,
assuming similar WDRC parameters for speech and
music, the gain should also be 6 dB less intense than
for the “speech in quiet” program setting.

Recommendation #3
Bandwidth for a music program. Examining the work
of Moore et al.8 and Ricketts et al.9 several general
recommendations can be made. If the hearing loss
is mild (and at most up to a moderate level) then a
broader bandwidth for music is better. If however the
hearing loss is greater than a moderate level, then
less may be more- a narrower bandwidth (which can
avoid dead regions in the cochlea) may provide a
more pleasant sound than a wider bandwidth that
extends into the high frequency region. The same
can be said about the configuration of the audiogram
– a person with a relatively flat audiometric
configuration should have the widest bandwidth
possible, given the limitations of their hearing loss.
In contrast, if the audiogram has a precipitous high
frequency loss configuration then again, less may be
more – a narrower frequency response would be
ideal. Table 4 shows some suggested frequency
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responses from a number of manufacturers, but
these should only be for those with a relatively flat
audiometric configuration and a mild to, at most, a
moderate sensori-neural hearing loss.

Recommendation #4
Disable the feedback management and noise
reduction systems, to the extent that they can be
disabled. This is not a well-researched area but
clinical experience suggests that feedback
management systems can “turn off” the hearing aid
while listening to, or playing music. The pure tone
nature of harmonics in music can be confused with
the pure tone like nature of a feedback signal. This is
especially true of the higher frequencies. To help
resolve this in cases where the feedback
management system cannot be disabled, some
manufacturers have limited the feedback circuit to
the higher frequency region.  Siemens Hearing
Instruments limits their feedback system to signals
over 2000 Hz, and Oticon Hearing Aids limits their
system to signals over 1500 Hz. Both are reasonable
solutions to an otherwise problematical situation.

Conclusion
Most of the strategies and technologies that have
been discussed are related to many hearing aids not
being able to handle the more intense inputs of
music within their operating range. A study of crest
factors that are relevant to the input of a hearing aid,
rather than the output to our auditory systems, may
have far reaching implications for speech as well as
music, and this is especially true of a hard of hearing
person’s own voice at the level of their own hearing
aid microphones.

Like most areas of the field of audiology the realm of
music as an input to hearing aids and the
technologies that are available is a rapidly changing
one. New technologies are on the horizon and many
similar ones may be implemented by various
manufacturers under a score of different names.   
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Personal monitoring for pro sound reinforcement
began in the 1980s with the invention of the

Sony Walkman. By employing FM transmitters, off-
the-shelf radio receivers and cheap ear buds,
pioneering monitor engineers were lured to the
potential of conquering feedback generated by
onstage loudspeakers in close proximity to the vocal
microphones. Early adopters of the idea include
Stevie Wonder, The Grateful Dead, Todd Rundgren,
and the Steve Miller Band.

In the 1990s, further developments in the radio
frequency (RF) link and earpiece technology allowed
these eclectic, expensive systems to become readily
available to any performing group. Today, the distinct
benefits of in-ear monitors (IEM) have made them
commonplace in the world of touring sound. Those
benefits include the following outlined below.

Freedom of Movement
With an earphone connected to a wireless device, no

matter where performers go, they are always in the
sonic center, or “sweet spot,” of the performance
area. The mix isn’t altered when the performer moves
as it does with a stationary loudspeaker on the floor.

Improved Sound Quality
With the risk of feedback squelched by the sound
isolation between the microphones and the monitor
speakers inside of an IEM, sounds can be heard at
any volume level without affecting other performers
or the main mix for the audience. Moreover, most
IEM systems transmit in stereo. This allows for
greater realism within a monitor mix by exploiting the
localization abilities of the ear-brain mechanism from
left to right.

Consistency from Venue to Venue 
By removing wedge loudspeakers from the floor
space in front of performers, room acoustics become
less of a variable. The 0.5 cc airspace in a custom-
sealed ear canal yields the same “listening
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environment” every time for monitor mix consistency
from show to show. Monitor engineers spend less
time equalizing the floor wedges for best gain-
before-feedback so that precious sound-check time
is saved. Furthermore, every time a performer
transitions to IEM and away from traditional
loudspeakers, the performance area will immediately
become quieter due to the simple fact that it means
one less speaker adding to the sound level on stage.
This has benefits for the listeners downstream as
well. 

Reduced Vocal Fatigue
With feedback eliminated and the monitors moved
up from their feet to their ear canals, vocalists no
longer have to put undue strain on their vocal cords
just to hear their own voice. Singers can hear
themselves better than ever before, allowing for
better intonation (pitch) and timing. Fewer shows get
postponed, cancelled, or performed poorly because
of excessive vocal fatigue. 

Removal of Temporal Distortions
From a performance perspective, no loudspeaker
system can overcome the frustration associated with
multiple time-arrival miscues. By placing
microphones in close proximity to their intended
sound sources and placing speakers very near the
eardrum, all associated propagation delays can be
minimized when employing IEM – with the center of
the musical tempo arriving at all performers’ ears at
once. 

Reduced Cartage and Storage
IEM systems take up a mere fraction of the space
(and for that matter, weight) that wedge
loudspeakers, their associated power amplifiers and
processors, cabling and cases occupy on stage, in
the truck and in the warehouse of the sound
company.

Reduced Risk of Hearing Loss if Used Properly
By isolating the musician’s ear from the interfering
sounds on a loud stage, the improved signal-to-
noise ratio in the plugged ear allows for significantly
lower listening levels. However, just because a
musician wears an IEM system does not
automatically result in hearing safety for that

musician. In fact, most ear monitor systems can
produce in excess of 120 dBA! Users should be
advised on safe use by a hearing professional, since
they won’t experience safe sound if they turn their
IEMs up too loud.

Not a Fad
In-ear monitoring is here to stay. Ten years ago, the
pro audio industry was a bit skeptical, but these days
nearly 90% of the top 10 grossing tours consistently
have at least one (if not all) performer(s) on IEMs.
Performers, sound engineers, critics and audiences
agree; today’s stage and broadcast productions are
sonically clearer than at any time in the electronic age
of sound reproduction.  Not being tied to a stationary
loudspeaker has allowed performers like Peter
Gabriel to make three-ring circus-like concert events
incorporating elements of theatre into the
presentation of rock and pop music. The Rolling
Stones and U2 play concerts employing a “remote
stage” out in the back-rows of the audience.
Previously, such a performance area inside of a huge
arena would be impossible to perform upon due to
the PA being hundreds of feet away from the
musicians’ ears. But with IEMs, the problem is
solved. Productions such as Cirque du Soleil and
Blue Man Group could not acoustically take place
without the use of IEM instead of traditional
loudspeakers for the performers. These examples of
state-of-the-art stagecraft are only possible when
using custom molded earphones and stereo wireless
systems. Today the personal monitor has become
nearly as commonplace on a stage as an electric
guitar or a wireless microphone.

Chances are good, if it hasn’t happened already, a
musician will be coming through your practice’s
doors and want ear impressions for an in-ear
monitoring product of some sort. They may just want
some ear impressions but may want to look to you
for advice and consultation. Before prescribing just
any old device, some comparisons between the
myriad of product designs can be useful to help your
musician-client choose the safest and most effective
solution.

Monitoring the Monitors
Just like the loudspeakers they have supplanted, in-
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ear monitors can be used at dangerous levels.
Vanderbilt University conducted a study1 with 15
professional musicians to compare sound levels of
floor wedges versus in-ear monitors by measuring
sound levels at the performers’ eardrums with probe
microphone systems. The study surprisingly found
that each musician would reliably and consistently
set their own sound levels to within 1 dB over six
performance trials, regardless of whether they were
listening to loudspeakers at their feet or IEMs in their
ears. The correlation coefficient was 0.98!  This was
considered the performers’ Preferred Listening Level
(PLL) in the study.

Then the same musicians were asked to turn the
level down to the lowest level they would be able to
perform at (the Minimum Acceptable Listening Level
or MALL). With floor wedges the performers were
only able to turn down by a maximum of 2 dB before
they could no longer play well because of struggling
to hear their monitor mix. However with IEMs,
musicians could turn the monitor level down by as
much as 6 dB averaged across all participants.
Given that a reduction in sound level of 3 dB has one
half the exposure, then a 6 dB reduction would have
reduced the exposure by a quarter – the musicians
can be exposed four times as long.

There is a particular device that measures the actual
SPL an earphone user is experiencing while listening.
When a user inquires how to use IEM products
safely, without such a device, the answer becomes
simply “don’t turn ‘em up too loud for too long.” How
loud is too loud? And if all musicians will potentially
turn their IEMs up as loud as their wedge
loudspeaker monitors (their PLL), what methods and
techniques can be employed to make these
performers aware that they are likely damaging their
hearing?

Talking the Talk
Most custom earphones are made of hard materials
(acrylic, ABS plastic and rubberized vinyl), and most
of them utilize a shallow earmold, stopping at, or well
before the first bend of the canal – generally this is
because the material is stiff and not very comfortable
if it penetrates too deeply into the performer’s ears.
It’s worth reminding the readers that these folks are

expressing themselves while on stage and exercising
most, if not all, of their facial muscles whether
singing, blowing wind instruments or otherwise.
Some of those loose-fitting, hard-shelled earphones
contain as many as eight balanced armature drivers
(speakers) inside of them to deliver “kick” and
“punch,” “presence” and “detail.” The main reason
these multi-band, super-sensitive earphones are
designed is because they do not isolate the wearer’s
ears very well from ambient sound due to their
shallow canal portions and hollow, hard, shells.
When the acoustic seal of the ear canal is
compromised, low frequency content is lost – never
reaching the intended sound level because of the
acoustic impedance added to the circuit by being
attached to outside air pressure.

Another custom earphone-type uses a dynamic
(moving-coil) speaker instead of balanced armatures.
Most dynamic driver designs require air gaps outside
of the earphone to regulate the air-mass on either
side of the diaphragm in order to sound good, at the
expense of losing ambient isolation (less than 10 dB
of sound isolation with these “ported” systems).
Unfortunately for the hearing health of the users of
these kinds of devices, once it sounds good, the
device is accepted by the artist and used rigorously.
In many cases, no thought of hearing safety even
transpires. No advice on safe usage is given.  And
almost all of those users will turn them up to an
unsafe level. 

Some of the world’s finest musicians suffer from
noise induced hearing loss. They are at very high risk
and yet, unregulated in most countries.  The
maximum sound level capability of custom
earphones recently has become a bit of a “mine’s-
bigger-than-yours” mentality, resulting in products
that can pose a real threat to a musician’s hearing
heath cleverly disguised as a pursuit of sound quality.

Walking the Walk
It is up to an audiologist to explain how IEM devices
can be used safely and more importantly, which
devices aren’t necessarily “safe.” Sound levels
versus exposure time still remain the guideline for
safe monitoring level consultation. A band that plays
a single, 45 minute show can safely monitor at a
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higher level than a wedding band that performs for
three or four hours at a typical reception. Rehearsal
time as well as other loud hobbies and activities need
to be taken into account when musicians complain
of threshold shifts or tinnitus.

An audiologist consulting a musician should know
that hearing protection is not necessarily the
performing musician’s first concern. Their primary
(and sometimes only) concern is performing the best
they possibly can. To get there, they need to hear
what’s going on in a very particular way.

In addition to high fidelity, hearing safety can be
encouraged by offering high isolation earphone
systems made of softer materials and with deeper
seals that are comfortable to wear for long periods
of time, look professional and sound fabulous. Softer
materials and deeper seals have been shown to
isolate ambient sounds from a wearer’s ear by as
much as 37 dB.  A method of measuring the actual
sound level in the wearer’s ear is the only tool for
advising on safe levels and exposure times. These
kinds of devices in the hands (and ears) of
professional musicians and technicians can yield
extraordinary performance monitoring without the
threats of excessive sound levels, even for prolonged
time durations. This strategy not only extends the
careers of these performers but can even improve
their performances. Performers that can hear
themselves can be themselves. Conquering the
volume war onstage literally radiates confidence and
professionalism. Today’s audiences can benefit from
the fact that, thanks to IEM, the stage area sound
system is no longer so loud.

Less is More
Use of ear monitors onstage also makes the main
audience mix more focused and in control. Even the
best sound systems in the world are challenged by
the presence of onstage loudspeakers and their
resultant ambient sound level contributed to the
event. Less sound bouncing around from the stage
area (an interference source for the audience) allows
the sound engineer more flexibility in tuning the main
sound system for maximum coverage, dynamic
range and frequency response. Monitor engineers
have benefited as well, and now sport a new job
description – IEM mixer.

Isolation and Ambience
For many performers, and for maximum hearing
health care, ambient isolation is a wonderful blessing.
For others, unfortunately, it is nothing short of a curse.
Still others simply cannot bear wearing anything at all
in their ears. Some users will complain of too much
isolation or say they are “separated” or
“disconnected” from the environment. After all, they
are.

Understanding and communicating to your patients
the main benefit of IEMs – greater potential for a
usable signal (monitor mix) to noise (competitive
sources: PA, stage and crowd noise) ratio – will result
in new adopters of this technology.

Some musicians will choose to use only one earphone
and leave the other ear open. This is a potentially
dangerous and not very useful way to employ IEMs.
Binaural summation accounts for the perception of a
6 dB level increase in the brain. More importantly,
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once either ear is opened to a loud stage, the
tendency to turn up the plugged ear’s speaker is more
likely due to masking effects from the stage noise’s
interference. This one-in/one-out phenomenon is not
necessarily a reflection on an IEM product’s inability
to provide the performer what he is seeking. It is
usually a desperate attempt to let the outside
environment into the performer’s head to regain
“perspective” and a sense of “reality.”

Some custom products build passive leaks (holes
essentially) into their hard-shelled earphones to help
performer’s perceive outside sounds – another
potentially dangerous technique that compromises
acoustic isolation.

Some IEM mix engineers even position extra
microphones around the stage area and pointed at the
audience in order to blend them into the ear mixes so
performers can hear the environment around them
while their ears are plugged. Although this last method
of isolation alleviation can be implemented safely
compared to passive holes, the reproduction of the
environment is a static representation and not very
“realistic” for a performer that is moving about the
stage area (and perhaps into the audience, as well).

Best of Both Worlds
Recent advancements in transducer design and
manufacturing in conjunction with further maturity of
electronic component miniaturization and circuit
design has enabled the development of a high
isolation, soft construction, custom earphone system
that employs microphones built into the outside of the
earmold with a bodypack device to control them.
When connected to a typical wireless device, the user
becomes able to add or subtract room ambience in
a calculated, measurable and repeatable manner.
These purpose-built devices alleviate the last
remaining obstacle to adoption (too much isolation)
of the clearly superior monitoring technology that IEM
has become. The binaural microphone system
positions the microphones at the musicians’ ears. The
gain of the microphones is calibrated to only
compensate for the insertion loss of the custom mold,
with the maximum setting being unity gain. The user
selectable settings attenuate the microphones in 4 dB
steps for easy and repeatable ambient settings,

specifically for hearing safety purposes.

Unlike ambient leaks, the microphones allow for six
attenuation settings, plus unity (no attenuation) and an
“off” setting for maximum isolation (~37 dB
broadband). That is a 24 dB range of active attenuation,
plus “off”.  These ambient microphones are actively
combined with the monitor mix to add further depth
and realism to the onstage experience, as well as real-
time accurate head transfer functions allowing for
exact, three-dimensional localization including behind,
above and below the performer’s head.

Serving and Saving Musicians
With the growing popularity of IEMs, it is increasingly
important that audiologists become familiar with the
different needs faced by the music community,
including local venues and contemporary houses of
worship. When someone asks for ear impressions for
custom-fit in-ear monitors, rather than merely being a
“goop-shooter,” use the opportunity to raise
awareness of their hearing health issues. The best way
to do that is to encourage a hearing screening during
that visit, if possible. It’s also important to understand
the differences among IEM product designs, especially
regarding such issues as maximum sound level,
isolation, and comfort. This allows the hearing health
professional to recommend the most appropriate
product and to educate in its proper insertion and
usage.

We’ve learned that IEMs can be effective hearing
protection devices, but only when used properly. They
require a full seal and maximum isolation from outside
sound to be effective for the wearer, who must be
instructed in the specifics of proper fit and behaviour
in order to achieve both the high fidelity and hearing
protection that custom-fit IEM earphones can provide.
By connecting with musicians, audiologists can help
them have longer, more productive careers and better
quality of life. 

Reference
1. Federman J, Ricketts T. Preferred and minimum acceptable

listening levels for musicians who use in-ear monitors. J 
Speech Lang Hear Res 2008;51:147–59.

Reprinted from Canadian Hearing Report 2012:7(1)38–42.
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More modules will be added soon!

A new online continuing medical education series developed by the Association of Hearing 
Instrument Practitioners of Ontario (AHIP) aims to improve the diagnosis and management of 
hearing deficiencies among family physicians in Ontario. Participating doctors can earn Mainpro-M2 
credits for each free module, the first of which – How to Read an Audiogram – is now live on the 
AHIP website.  

Family physicians are an important audience for the Association to reach, since roughly 1 in 10 of 
their patients may already have symptoms of hearing loss. That makes it one of the most common 
forms of chronic illness seen in general practice.

The CME series will stress that many patients will not complain of symptoms until their hearing loss 
is advanced, and that early detection, diagnosis and treatment are key to meaningful outcomes. 

The How to Read an Audiogram module focuses on: 

• The components of a full hearing assessment.
• Using tympanometry to test for middle-ear dysfunction.
• Determining the nature of the hearing loss using air and bone conduction testing.
• The importance of speech testing, how the tests are performed, and what the results convey.

AHIP Launches CME Series to Help
 Physicians Manage Hearing Loss
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Here’s a simple question that seems to confound many hearing health care
professionals. What do you do with a patient who can’t hear anymore?

I guess we should back up a bit and define what we mean by “can’t hear
anymore.” What I am referring to are patients with hearing losses
typically in the profound hearing loss range with auditory-only
monosyllabic word identification scores typically around 25% or less.
Note that we need to look at both the hearing loss and the word
identification score as the variability of communication
performance in this hearing loss range is massive. Additionally,
we should look at auditory-visual word identification to see
how well the patient can utilize the addition of lip-reading
information.

Let us look at a case that I recently encountered. The
woman had a left corner audiogram. Word identification
score was 0%. Auditory visual speech perception was not
much better, but was not assessed by a clinical audiologist
with an AuD so we don’t really know.

I was contacted and asked if I could help with the FM fitting at
this office. I agreed, but as is always the case, I was not given
all the details. I got there, asked to see the file and my jaw
dropped. The conversation with hearing health care professional
(HHCP) went something like this:

Me: So what are we doing with this patient?

HHCP: We are fitting an FM system?

What Do You Do When You 
Can’t Hear Anymore?

FEATURE

By Peter Stelmacovich

About the Author
Peter Stelmacovich is a man who wears many hats. Trained as an audiologist, he currently is the
FM and SoundField product manager for Phonak Canada. He also wears a cochlear implant in
one ear, a hearing aid in the other, and of course uses a Phonak FM system every day. Finally, he
is an active musician playing bass guitar in a band called Below the Belt.
This article first appeared on Peter’s blog, “Deafened But Not Silent” and is reprinted with kind
permission. Please visit Peter’s blog at: http://deafenedbutnotsilent.wordpress.com/. 



Me: Why?

HHCP: What do you mean why?

Me: I mean “why?” That’s what I mean. What will the
FM system do?

HHCP: It will help the client hear better. She and the
family are pretty frustrated.

Me: Well of course they are. But how will the FM help
the client hear better? Will it improve her word
identification score?

HHCP: Sure.

Me: How?

HHCP: By improving the signal-to-noise ratio.

Me: When you did the word identification test, did
you do it in background noise, or in quiet?

HHCP: In quiet.

Me: So we are already looking at the best possible
score and that’s 0%.

HHCP: I guess…

Note that this is not the first time I have had a
conversation like this with an audiologist or a hearing
instrument practitioner. It seems to me that most
clinicians have no clue what to do with patients who
have little or no hearing. I am not 100% sure of the
reason for this, but I suspect that it goes back to our
problems with our training. And that is as follows: We
are only trained on how to assess hearing and how
to fit a hearing aid.

The audiologist in this example is, like most of my
colleagues, a good and decent human being who
truly wants to help the patient, but doesn’t know
how. He is simply the end product of his training.

As an audiologist who also had 0% word
identification and little hearing, I would like to offer
my hearing health care professional colleagues a few

suggestions on what to do with these kinds of
patients. This is just a starter list – books could
probably be written on this topic.

1. Counsel the patient. Specifically, let them know 
that they cannot hear anymore and we need to 
change tactics. In the case example above, and
with the managing audiologist’s permission, I sat
down the patient and her family and told them 
just that. The woman’s son practically had tears
in his eyes – tears of frustration. He said “You are
finally the first person to finally tell us what we 
have been saying for years, “my mother can’t 
hear.”

2. Let them know what a hearing aid can realistically
do. In this woman’s case, it might provide a few
basic awareness cues of loud sounds in the 
environment. That’s it. It will do little for speech 
perception.

3. The patient has two basic choices now, cochlear
implants or switch entirely to a visual approach.

4. Cochlear implants. Make the referral to the 
closest implant program. Give a basic 
description of what it does, but stress that you 
are NOT a cochlear implant audiologist and they
should get the correct information from the 
proper professional. Resist the temptation to give
too much information here, unless you are very 
informed about CIs. And don’t worry about 
candidacy. Let the CI centre work that one out. 
Most audiologists wait way too long to refer to 
an implant centre. When in doubt, refer to the CI
 centre.

5. The second option is to switch to visual 
approach. This can include learning sign 
language, using written notes, using text 
messaging via a mobile phone, things of that 
nature.

6. Lip-reading as an exclusive method if 
communication is not an option in my opinion. An
explanation why is another entire blog posting, 
but basically far too many words look the same 
on the lips and it is extremely exhausting to lip-

STELMACOVICH
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Classifieds

Full time certified hearing instrument practitioner needed
for busy practice in Winnipeg and Selkirk, MB.
Head Office : 412 Marion Street

Winnipeg, MB., R2H 0V5
Ph - (204) 837-4327
Fax – (204) 837-4448

Successful candidate will need to have dispensing
licensure through the Manitoba Consumer’s Bureau. 
Travel to different clinics necessary (2 clinics within
Winnipeg, Selkirk clinic half hour outside Winnipeg). 
Salary commensurate with experience. Benefits package
available.

Send applications to:  lisah@lisareid.ca

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU CAN’T HEAR ANYMORE?

read all day long. It is best used as a supplement
to hearing. This works great for folks who still 
have some usable hearing

7. Discuss alerting devices that use visual or tactile
stimulation. These folks need to know when there
is someone at the door, if the phone rings, if there
is a fire etc. Hearing ear dogs could be discussed
here as well.

8. Give options for phone communication. In the 
past that would have meant getting a TTY 
(sometimes called TDDs). Nowadays, we have 
even more options including text messaging, 
instant messaging, email via computers, email 
via smart-phones, etc.

9. Make sure the patient knows about captioning. 
This includes TV, but also real-time captioning 
(CART).

I provided all this information to this lady and her
family. I also took back the FM and told them that it
would be a waste of money at this time, but if they
got a cochlear implant, an FM system can be added
then.

This woman, who’s hearing loss was progressive
over the years, should have started using an FM
system when her hearing loss was moderate-severe.
Her time for the FM came and went. FM systems
need to be added much earlier, not when the client
is a CI candidate. That’s too late.

FOR SALE
Med RX REM SP for sale, complete. Nice small
portable RE system comes with extra parts to
perform RECD's.

$1500 Portable, PC driven.
Call Adam, 519-537-3478
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Whether your main financial advisor is your
banker, stockbroker, accountant, insurance

agent, or financial planner, it is more important than
ever to question and compare financial products and
investments because the one course in life that you
do not and cannot afford to fail is Retirement 101.

Business owner or employee, accumulating wealth or
withdrawing wealth, buying or selling a house, at all
stages in life everyone has to deal with financial
institutions. Navigating this world has become more
complicated since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis but
it is critical for you to know the differences between
how these institutions operate and how you are
protected. There are a lot of companies out there
competing for your business and it is in your best
interest to be aware of the options available so your
wealth doesn’t end up being eaten up by high fees
and low rates of return.

One financial product to shop around for is
Guaranteed Investment Certificates (GICs). They are
offered by the “Big 5” banks, credit unions, trust
companies, life insurance companies and the “Next
5” Canadian banks. Interest rates will vary from
company to company depending on the need or
desire for your money. You will find that many of these
institutions have deposits that are covered by either
provincial deposit insurance corporations or the
Canadian Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDIC). So,

why are interest rates offered by some companies
more than double that of others? The reasons could
range from – a desire to increase corporate market
share, need for money to loan out, or just that the low
paying companies are taking advantage of
consumers. So don’t settle for low interest rates on
GIC investments, negotiate for competitive rates or
take your business elsewhere. 
Even getting the best GIC rate may not be enough to
prevent you from staying ahead of inflation or outliving

Beware Your Friendly 
Neighbourhood Bankster
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your money. Finding ways to make your money last
longer can be achieved by either earning higher rates
of return, which means increasing risk, or by reducing
the fees you are paying on your investment portfolio.
But if you don’t want to take on more risk, then you
need to be able to compare all investments available
to you that offer the same level of risk and choose the
ones that have the lowest fees. All other things being
equal, this would result in your money lasting longer.

Comparing fees on GIC Index Linked Notes, Mutual
Funds and Segregated Funds (which are often
referred to as mutual funds with an insurance policy
wrapper) can be a daunting process because the
financial institutions offering these products operate
under different government rules and regulations.
What you need to know is that all of these products
have fees regardless of the federal or provincial
government regulations that they are guided by. The
difference is how these fees are reported and
disclosed. The fees you pay could include any or all
of the following: commission to purchase, commission
to sell, operation expenses, investment management
fee, trading expenses and taxes. The fees could be
fixed or variable, hidden, fully disclosed, or a bit of
both. So don’t be fooled when someone tells you
there are no fees on their products. 

The next time your banker, stockbroker, accountant,
insurance agent, or financial planner has a great deal
for you, make sure to ask for full disclosure of all the
hidden fees. Have them explain to you all the fees
listed in the disclosure documents in a language that
you can understand. If you are still not satisfied with
their response then do yourself a favour and go one
step further. Ask for a summary of all the annual costs

charged directly to you for all of your business as well
as the cost to you if you were to cease doing business
with them. Include costs for all bank accounts, home
equity lines of credit, mortgages, investment products,
annual administration fees and ongoing fees. You may
be in for a rude awakening, but this is the new reality.

Canadian regulators realize that a large number of
retail investors are not getting the right information
about the ongoing costs and performance of their
investments. This makes it difficult to compare
financial products of the same risk level after all fees
are accounted for. July 15, 2013 marked the start of
the 3-year phase-in of the Canadian Securities
Administrators’ Client Relationship Model (CRM2). By
2016, dealer firms will be required to send new annual
statements to clients that show exactly how much
clients paid to their advisor’s dealer firm and exactly
how much money clients made (or lost) over the year.
Unfortunately, the way this rule currently reads, it only
applies to securities dealers and mutual fund dealers.
It does not apply to banking products and insurance
products. If this rule does not change to include all
providers of financial products and create a level
playing field, then there is a real risk that uninformed
Canadian investors will be overpaying for inferior
products. 

Just as turning up the volume on your TV is an early
warning sign of hearing loss, overpaying for financial
products is an early warning sign of a struggling
investment and retirement plan. I encourage you to
question the value your financial advisors are
delivering and be prepared to shop around. This lone
action will help you get closer to acing Retirement 101.

BEWARE YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURHOOD BANKSTER
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Ienjoy reading professional hearinghealth care magazines even
though I’m science-challenged and
don’t always get all the technical
stuff. When giving my presentation,
Sound Sense, the elementary
hearing conservation program, if
students ask me to explain

“decibel” in more detail than as a measurement of
sound, I refer them to their science teacher. Now, what
I appreciate in many of the journals out there are the
pieces that drill down the ways professionals can
provide better service to their clients. Articles on better
assessment methods, assistive technology, aural
rehabilitation, and best office practices show that
hearing health care professionals must offer more than
hearing aids, to give their clients the best shot at living
successfully with hearing loss. But there’s a vital tool
that is usually overlooked by the practitioner – directing
clients to the power of peer support. 

Hearing loss affects communication, which is the glue
that connects us to each other. And when that glue
becomes brittle or dries up, hearing aids alone cannot
repair it. A person with hearing loss will be more
successful using both tangible and intangible
supports, combining technology emotional and mental
acceptance of hearing loss. Who better to help your
clients move beyond the stigma, than other people
with the same issues? Both individuals and consumer-
based organizations can powerfully engage your
clients, offering a perspective and support that you
cannot, unless you also have hearing loss and are
open with your clients about its impact on your life.  

When I look back at significant life events, some seem
obvious – leaving home, getting my first hearing aid,
first good job, meeting my husband, marrying my
husband, the birth of a child. Yet some events only gain
significance with hindsight, “Wow THAT sure changed
my life!” One of those invisible forks in the road
occurred when I attended my first gathering of hard of
hearing people; I came home a changed person.

The term “reaching out to others” sounds like an
emotional striving to connect. Yet my only intention in
speaking at a Canadian Hard of Hearing Association
(CHHA) meeting was to talk about myself and the book
that I’d decided, in a eureka moment, to write about
my life with hearing loss. Someone told me about Joan
Miller at CHHA Hamilton, and she invited me to be that
month’s guest speaker. Even now, I blush to remember
my nervy naivety.

Who was I to tell these people a thing or two about
being hard of hearing? A 40-year-old, recently
graduated from one BTE to two CIs, who knew nothing
about hearing loss beyond my uninformed personal
experience. Prior to that evening, besides my great-
grandmother who had bellowed her way to the grand
age of 99, I had never known anyone else with hearing
loss.

It was like entering 2001: A Space Odyssey. People
were walking around with big honkin’ hearing aids,
hand-held transmitters, and FM systems and they
were happy! Somebody was fussing with equipment
to make the meeting accessible: a room loop, large
speakers, two screens, two projectors and, for my very
first time, the miracle of real-time captioning.

As I addressed the group of 80 people with my
personal story, I sneaked sideways looks at my own
words on the screen, keeping up with me as I spoke.
(Not an easy feat; I’m a fast talker and I’ve felled more
than one captioner since then.) It was almost an out-
of-body experience. Even more disconcerting were the
many audience members who were also looking at the
screen, rather than me. They gave new meaning to the
term “shifty-eyed” as they kept up constant eye
movement between the screen and my face and back
again. Watching them watching me made me dizzy!

Many in the audience wore headphones – this was
over 15 years ago – attached to their FM receivers. It
was like the United Nations with all participants
receiving simultaneous translation in their own

The Power of Connecting with Others

FEATURE

By Gael Hannan
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language, which wasn’t far from the reality. Apart from
a couple of senior ladies who promptly fell asleep in
the front row, everyone was intently following what was
being said, using individual combinations of residual
hearing, headphones, FM, caption-reading and
speechreading.  This access was barrier-breaking and
liberating.

It hit me like a rock. I was looking out at 80 people who
were just like me – these were my people! We
understood each other’s issues. Even though I hadn’t
intended to reach out, I felt connected to them and the
feeling was powerful. By talking with other people who
had hearing loss, I was learning and sharing and all
those other nice kindergarten words. I found a new
perspective. Hearing loss had affected every area of
my life, but it wasn’t just my issue; it was a way of life
that I shared with other people. I came home pumped
and bubbling, changed but not yet aware of it.

A few months later, I went to my first CHHA National
conference. I was pregnant and worried about how I
was going to cope as a hard of hearing mom. How
would I hear my baby crying in the night? If I didn’t hear
him burp, would he blow up? I needed answers.

Three knowledge-packed days gave me those
answers, new friends, and a revelation.
Subconsciously, I had always felt somewhat shamed
by my hearing loss, even though I had been raised in
an affirmative environment. My family and friends had

a better perspective about my hearing loss than I did,
because deep down I felt a bit defective and hindered
by my hearing loss. And now, by inadvertently reaching
out to other people, that shame was permanently
replaced by a new and positive perspective.

This time I came home a changed woman and knew
it. I looked at my husband almost pityingly because he
was hearing, the poor man. But he came in handy. A
few months later I discovered how to answer the night
cries of my hungry baby. My poor, hearing husband
jabbed me awake until I stumbled out of bed while he
returned to the joy of sleep.  

While other consumers cannot replace the services
and expertise that my audiologist provides, I know that
my success with hearing loss is drawn from the
combined resources of other consumers, hearing
health care professionals and myself. But it took me a
long time to learn that and I would like to see that
process shortened for other hard of hearing people
going forward. Send us your people!

I encourage all hearing health care professionals to tell
their clients about organizations like CHHA. Offer them
a one year, $25 membership. Whether they attend
face-to-face meetings, connect through online forums,
or simply read consumer websites, the peer support
will add a new dimension to your clients’ lives, and to
their satisfaction with your service.  

THE POWER OF CONNECTING WITH OTHERS



1  Professor Linda Thibodeau PhD, University of Texas, Dallas, USA, 2013, Comparison of speech recognition with adaptive digital and FM wireless 
technology by listeners who use hearing aids. International Journal of Audiology

The expanded Phonak Wireless Communication Portfolio features accessories that boost speech 
understanding above and beyond a client’s existing hearing aids. 

Take our two new Roger microphones. These offer independently-proven performance gains of up to 54%1 
over FM and equivalent digital systems. Accessing this performance is simple, because our accessories are 
as easy to use and to demo — as pushing a button. Get started: www.easyguide.phonakpro.com

Boosting performance, 
enriching lives



You can hear 
it all

“ I truly think these hearing aids are amazing. 
 I have always appreciated being able to hear 
 better, but until these hearing aids, I didn’t 
 remember truly what that was like.”

ReSound Verso user

To learn more about ReSound Verso™, visit www.gnresound.ca or call 

          


